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GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
†

This section contains bibliography contributed by two of our most faithful
 correspondents: Chris Africa, our “official” bibliographer and Monica Green, whose
 frequent contributions on Women and Medicine have become a welcome staple for MFN
 readers.

RECENT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON WOMEN AND GENDER
COMPiled BY CHris AFRICA

Arabes, judias y cristianas: mujeres en la Europa medieval, edited by Celia del Moral,
Femininae: Universidad de Granada Seminario de Estudios de la Mujer (Universidad de
Granada, 1993).

Contents: Angus Mackay, “Apuntes para el estudio de la mujer en la Edad Media”;
Manuela Marín, “Las mujeres en el al-Andalus: fuentes e historiografía’’; Cristina
Segura, “Mujeres publicas/malas mujeres. Mujeres honradas/mujeres privadas”; Caridad
Ruiz de Almodovar, “La mujer en la legislacion musulmana”; Moises Orfali, “Influencias
de las sociedades cristianas y musulmana”; Encarnacion Motos Guirao, “Aproximacion a
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Bartlett, Anne Clark, Male authors, female readers: representation and subjectivity in Middle English devotional literature (Cornell University Press, 1995).

Bell, David N., What nuns read (Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications) (citaion provided by Monica Green)


Chance, Jane, The mythographic Chaucer: the fabulation of sexual politics (University of Minnesota Press, 1995).


City of Scholars: new approaches to Christine de Pizan, edited by Margaret Zimmermann and Dina De Rentiis (European cultures: studies in literature and the arts, Walter de Gruyter, 1994).


Denkmodelle von Frauen im Mittelalter, edited by Beatrice Acklin Zimmermann (Dokimion 15; Universitätsverlag Freiburg, 1994).


Desmond, Marilynn, Reading Dido: gender, textuality and the medieval Aeneid (University of Minnesota Press, 1994).

Duby, Georges, Love and marriage in the Middle Ages, trans. by Jane Dunnett (University of Chicago Press, 1994).

Translations of essays first published in Male moyen âge (Flammarion, 1988)

The Empress Theophanu: Byzantium and the West at the turn of the first millenium, edited by Adelbert Davids (Cambridge University Press, 1995).


Hallissy, Margaret, *Clean maids, true wives, steadfast widows: Chaucer’s women and medieval codes of conduct* (Greenwood, 1993).


Mayeski, Marie Anne, *Dhuoda: ninth century mother and theologian* (University of Scranton Press, 1995).


Contents: Carolyn Edwards, “Dynastic sanctity in two early medieval women’s lives”; Aline G. Hornaday, “Early medieval kinship structures as social and political controls”; Albrecht Classen, “Family life in the High and Late Middle Ages: testimony of German literary sources”; Kimberly Keller, “For better and worse: women and marriage in Piers Plowman”; Fiona Harris Stoertz, “Suffering and survival in medieval English childbirth”;


(citation provided by Monica Green)


St. Katherine of Alexandria: late Middle English prose legend in Southwell Minster MS 7, edited by Saara Nevanlinna and Irma Taavitsainen (Boydell & Brewer, 1993).


Surtz, Ronald E., Writing women in late medieval and early modern Spain: the mothers of Saint Teresa of Avila (Middle Ages series, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995. Names mentioned in chapter headings include Terese de Cartagena, Constanza de Castilla, Maria de Ajofrin, Maria de Santo Domingo, and Juana de la Cruz.


Vox mystica: essays on medieval mysticism in honor of Professor Valerie M. Lagorio (D.S. Brewer, 1995)


Contents: Alcuin Blamires, "The limits of Bible study for medieval women"; Jacqueline Murray, "The absent penitent: the cure of women's souls and confessors' manuals in thirteenth-century England"; Wybren Scheepsma, "For hereby I hope to rouse some to piety': Books of sisters from convents and sister-houses associated with the Devotio moderna in the Low Countries"; Anne M. Dutton, "Passing the Book: testamentary transmission of religious literature to and by women in England 1350-1500"; Rosalynn Voaden, "God's almighty hand: women co-writing the book"; Grace Jantzen, "'Cry out and write': mysticism and the struggle for authority"; Elizabeth A. Andersen, "Mechthild von Magdeburg: her creativity and her audience"; Thomas Luongo, "Catherine of Siena: rewriting female holy authority"; Benedicta Ward, "'To my dearest sister': Bede and the educated woman"; Gopa Roy, "'Sharpen your mind with the whetstone of books'": the female recluse as reader in Goscelin's Liber Confortatorius, Aelred of Rievaulx's De Institutione Inclusarum and the Ancrene Wisse"; Georges Whalen, "Patronage engendered: how Goscelin allayed the concerns of nuns' discriminatory publics"; Catherine Innes-Parker, "Ancrene Wisse and be Wohunge of Ure Lauerd: the thirteenth-century female reader and the lover-knight"; Helen Phillips, "Rewriting the Fall: Julian of Norwich and the Chevalier des Dames"; Shannon Mc Sheffrey, "Literacy and the gender gap in the late Middle Ages: women and reading in Lollard communities"; Peter Biller, "Women and texts in Languedocian Catharism".

Two more volumes of papers from the Women and the Book Conference, St. Hilda's College, Oxford, August 1993 are in preparation.


Not exactly medieval, but . . .


Papers in Italian, French, and English ranging widely in time and topics. Feminist linguistics in literary criticism, edited by Katie Wales (Boydell & Brewer, 1994).
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